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CADAVRES EXPLOSIFS
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It was raining, an afternoon of arts and crafts was in order for the children. Scissors, 
bone folder, glue. Pencils and paper: snippets gathering under the table like traces of 
quiet despair. Resistance is futile.
As four siblings to be „babysat“, we had a nanny once or twice a week. The girl 
wore a white lab coat matching her friendly disposition and - do I remember correctly 
? - some sort of nurses bonnet in her hair. Supervision by Ritalin wasn’t available yet. 
The young woman (back then „Missy“ was still acceptable) had a name like a nursery 
princess, maybe Sophia, and was sweet and fine like in a fairytale.
But, and that was the main point: She had a father who was the director of one of those 
turbulent amusements, which we here called the Autumn Fair: with a Ferris Wheel, 
Carousels and a Ghost Train, candy floss and the call „You wanna shoot?“; with the 
show booth of the Magician promising to saw a woman in two in his windy theatre of 
tarpaulins. The woman, glittering in sequins and still intact, was standing next to him. 
Needless to say, even as a whole-body, mesmerizing enough for boys’ eyes, her swin-
ging hips, her thrusting bust.
A jingling and swishing, ringing and romping seemed to fill the inner city. Speakers 
blaring, scraps of conversation. And that’s where we went - free tickets in hand, in 
abundance, whole ribbons of entry tickets - which our nanny, Sophia ?, had brought us 
from her father.
So there was a direct path from the wasteland of afternoon-play to the fast pace, noise, 
the bubbling chaos of musics topsy-turvy. Into the tremendous snowstorm of lights of the 
Himalaya-Ride, in whose racing sleds, years later, the Ball Room Bride was pressed 
onto the heaving young man’s body by irresistible centrifugal forces, under the swar-
ming lights of crystal balls under the Himalayan tent-sky. „Poupée de cire, poupée de 



son“ (Wax doll, rag doll) - but attention, the widely popular girlwoman France Gall with 
her Chanson mécanique came later.
Finished were the afternoon star-cut-outs. But the prettiest thing was (in distancing myself 
from and saying goodbye to the Then) the sound of the carousel’s musical box, it’s 
rapt slow-motion turning, this jingling and crooning, the circling repetition and, at the 
same time the irretrievability of the moment on the lifeline of decay - time, fading in the 
listening-after, withering away.
Musique Mécanique is what Carla Bley called an LP which she recorded with Charlie 
Haden, Eugene Chadbourne and her select Big Band in 1979 - which toys with such 
reminiscence: a music quasi derived from E.T.A. Hoffmanns mechanical dancer Olym-
pia, the clacking of the metronome giving rhythm and even endowed with an artificially 
fabricated hopping of the pickup getting stuck in the ridge, some sort of caricature of 
composition, crackle, crackle, crackle - until the live music overpowers the mechanics 
with the tutti of wind players and with Spanish frenzy.
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The the transitional zone between (mechanical) noise and the hesitatingly achieved 
(free) artistry of music is still pending a publication which I imagine to be corpulent and 
thrilling. A compendium of  a Musique Mécanique which, in my case, would emerge 
with the familiar noise of an old mechanical type-writer. The „clickety-clack, clickety-
clack, clack, clackclack and clack“, which I, stranded in the digital computer domain, 
mourned for a long time. The clatter that accompanied me through my whole writing 
life, ergo my whole life, my own undaunted working sound (or music) on various machi-
nes.
We all, we older ones, are saddened about the loss.
Urs Widmer heard an „ancient melody“ in the thunder of his fathers type-writer; the 
„music“ that Paul Nizon connected with a pianist; „I put my fingers on the keys of my ty-
pe-writer as the pianist does on the keys of the piano, I close my eyes and start to play.“
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Witching hour, one. Four respectable children sit around a table, a piece of paper bet-
ween them. The first draws a line at the top, makes a drawing above it, folds it away, 
only showing a small rest. The second child draws on the next stripe, folds, passes 
the paper on. The fourth child draws on the remaining stripe, the paper is unfolded: 
laughter.
Then again from the beginning. Less laughter. Then again. And it becomes boring.
Witching hour two. On the rue du Château 54 in Paris-Montparnasse in the year 1918 
or, according to a different lore in 1925, André Breton, Marcel Ruhamel, Jacques 
Prévert, Yves Tanguy and Benjamin Péret sit around a table. A piece of paper between 
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them, they fold a stripe, one draws, fold, draw, fold, draw - unfold: laughter. The same 
procedure then with sentences. Once the result is: «Le cadavre exquis boira le vin nou-
veau.» (The exquisite corpse will drink the young wine.) Laughter, but not only that. Even 
though the „vin nouveau“ is more of an old wine in a new tube, the game receives a 
culturally historic label, as it is a matter of several Cadavres Exquis of the french cultural 
life which furthermore adhere to the new discipline or rather indiscipline of the so-called 
„surrealism“ and is supposed to enter the „Cadavre Exquis“ into the methods of contem-
porary art production. And already the retail price of these gentlemen’s papers shoot 
up. And as art should not exist without an accompanying theory anymore, on a then 
still distant day, Wikipedia will have André Breton say, that „with the Cadavre Exquis 
we have an unfailing means at our disposal to turn off critical thinking and to let lose 
the metaphorical faculty of the spirit.“
But why should we turn off critical thinking? Well - 
Witching hour three. The poet Rainer Brambach is sitting at a table with the writer Jürg 
Federspiel in the old school building of Golino. Beneath them, the river Melezza is rus-
hing in her bed. The clock stands at five to ‚68. Between the men red wine and a sheet 
of paper. One writes three lines on the upper edge, folds away the upper two lines. 
The second reads the last one, thinks and writes another three lines and folds up to the 
last line. Then the paper is pushed to the other. Then, in 1968 their volume of poems 
„Marco Polo’s suitcase“ is published by Diogenes.
Witching hour four. „Marco Polo’s suitcase“ rests in the cellars of literary history. The 
clock now stands at 2020; outside is Corona. The four musicians of the „Hausquartett“ 
(„house-quartet“) are sitting at their instruments - sax, piano, bass, drums. They’re not 
sitting around a table, they’re in isolation: one languishes in Brütten, the second in 
Rüschlikon, the third in Zürich, the fourth in Untersiggenthal. One of them, or some of 
them - these Four remember the surrealist’s „Cadavre Eqxuis“. And they invent a method 
to play together, without being together.
There are technical means, transfer, head-phones. One plays a minute-long improvisation. 
Cuts the last 10 seconds away, sends it to the next. He then improvises 1 minute over it, sends 
the last 10 seconds to the third. The whole thing is then put together. Do snippets fall under 
the table? In any case, it is recorded, from the One to the Other, to the Third, the Last. All of 
that mixed surely provokes some amusement, something akin to collectively improvised music.



Now they continue to play, cut, send, improvise, overdub, montage, mix; soon not as 
easy as the first time round. And then even this method isn’t enough anymore. Now 
there are elaborate schematas, a quasi composition post festum, scaffolding, then even 
videos, sequences of each piece, ergo narration. And then - now we’re back in the 
present, we are already plagued by a different, deadly calamity - there is this CD by 
four inspirited Coronauts.
The music on it does not fade, not only from the CD - it can, wondrous transformation 
from cadaver to blood and life, be played live: for example at the „Unvermeidbar“ in 
Baden from which the „Hausquartett“ derived its name.
This is the most cunning coup that the four Undaunted could play on this plague. But 
more than that. Spontaneous music come to life - obeying the hardship, but also its own 
drive. Musique Mécanique at the beginning, too; and a rhythm punched by a metrono-
me, the measure and structure, can be heard here too - and still these musicians swing 
up and above all of the structural limitations.
As if it were a discourse about confinement and freedom, about the sickness and its 
overcoming, and with it the discourse about stipulation and improvisation, the old theme 
in Jazz. From this, this music derives - now indeed an „exquisite corpse“ - the drive and 
the groove, the excitement, the urging. Never before (it seems to me) has Hämmerli‘s 
bass been as magistral, Christoph Grab’s tenor as sonorous, Grab flies high; never 
before have Baumann’s staccatos felt so imperial, irrefutable, napoleonic-like - and, 
contrary to this, his feathery melodic flights, never so subtle, decisive and humorous the 
percussion instrument of Tony Renold along with his radio trope inserts.
I’m listening to their music for the umpteenth time, as I finish writing this. And I would also 
like to fold these scrawled sheets, let them fly, to go directly to Baden and witness the device 
of electronic canning (even if it was the production device in this case) being reconverted 
from a cadaver (even if it was exquisite) to the triumph of life over sickness and death.
That’s how it is, when when it comes to art.




